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Objective

The SimianQuant Environment is designed to replace the standard 
quantitative development workflow. 

It provides tooling to help you to prototype and test your models, and 
generate an implementation that can be exported for use in your 
application. 

The environment handles real world concerns like abstraction, code 
quality, performance and maintainability, allowing you to focus on the 
business logic of the problem to be solved.
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The Seven Screens



Sandbox

Similar to a Python interpreter or JavaScript console, except with a fully 
featured text editor.



Worksheet

Similar to a Jupyter notebook. Primarily designed for learning and 
presentation. 



Generator

Specify the code for export. This screen allows you scale the model 
across different application domains.



Repository

Download exported code, for use in your application.



Help

Documentation on the theory and practice of using the SimianQuant 
library, with linked samples.



Samples

Worksheets that illustrate how to use the library to solve classic problems 
across domains



Settings

Configure the aesthetics of the environment as per your tastes, and specify 
a script to be run at sandbox initialization



Sample Workflow



Learn

Prototype

Export

● Identify a development objective in your application
● Study the conceptual background on the Help screen
● Experiment with the practical examples on the Samples screen

● Build models on the Sandbox screen
● Visualize behavior for different parameter values
● Test output for sample inputs

● Enter the model in the Generator screen, choose field and target
● Download the generated model from the Repository screen
● Integrate with your codebase. Open Source samples are 

available for Java, Scala and C++

https://github.com/SimianQuant/ExportSampleJava
https://github.com/SimianQuant/ExportSampleScala
https://github.com/SimianQuant/ExportSampleCpp


Sandbox and 
Worksheet In Depth



Sandbox

The screen has three parts

1. Long Form Editor
2. Interactive Editor
3. Output



Sandbox - Long Form Editor

1. This is the main subscreen to build, 
visualize, test and validate your models

2. The code editor provides creature 
comforts like bracket matching, code 
completion, code folding and syntax 
highlighting

3. Buttons allow you to load, save, run, run 
selection and format the text



Sandbox - Interactive Editor

1. Similar to a Read Evaluate Print 
Loop (REPL) input

2. Designed for short commands, 
and is cleared after the command 
is entered

3. Multiline input is supported



Sandbox - Output

1. Displays the output from both the 
long form editor and the interactive 
editor

2. The rendered output is the output of 
the last statement in the input code 
block

3. Pure mathematical expressions are 
pretty printed

4. The session can be re-initialized to 
clear previous outputs (for example 
accidental infinite loops)



Worksheet
1. Intersperse code snippets 

with markdown blocks, that 
are meant to provide the 
context for the code

2. This is useful when learning 
new concepts, or presenting 
the result of a modelling 
exercise

3. The code editors have the 
same creature comforts as 
those of Sandbox

4. Worksheets may be saved 
and loaded. 

5. The worksheet may be viewed 
in edit mode or render mode



Worksheet - Edit vs. Render

Edit Mode Render Mode

Toggle Render
Toggle Edit



Worksheet - Dirty Output

If a worksheet is edited after it has been 
run, certain output cells are marked dirty 
to indicate that the rendered output may 
not reflect the code that generated it. 



The End


